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GDPR: THE LEGAL LANDSCAPE
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EU GENERAL DATA PROTECTION LANDSCAPE
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• The GDPR took effect on May 25, 2018.

• Most significant change in EU data protection law in 20 years. 

• Some key requirements

• Responses to personal data breaches 

• Data subject rights 

• International data transfers 

• Sanctions up to 2-4% annual global turnover 



GDPR AND PERSONAL DATA BREACHES
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Supervisory Authority: unless unlikely to result in a risk to the rights and 
freedoms of the individuals concerned.
Individuals concerned: likely to result in a high risk to the rights and 
freedoms of the individuals concerned.

A breach of security leading to the accidental or unlawful 
destruction, loss, alteration, unauthorized disclosure of, or access 
to, personal data transmitted, stored or otherwise processed.

Without undue delay:  Where feasible, within 72 hours to the 
supervisory authority. 

After having become aware of the breach. 

What is it?

Notice Requirements

Timeframe



SERGIC (Real Estate)

€400,000

French CNIL

Marriott 
International, Inc.

£99 million

UK ICO 

FINES FOR PERSONAL DATA BREACHES
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Cathay Pacific 

£500,000

UK ICO 

Morele.net

€ 645,000

Polish DPA

British Airways

£183.4 million

UK ICO 

National Revenue 
Agency 

€ 2.6 million

Bulgaria DPA

Focus on technical and organizational measures.



Types

• Access, erasure, rectification, 
restriction, portability, objection

Access is most common complaint 

• Increased awareness of the 
GDPR and increased interest in 
data privacy 

• (Typically) no fees for requests

Common pitfalls for compliance

• 30-day time period

• Lack of protocols to respond

• No retention policies or procedures

Increased fines

• Bureau Krediet Registration ('BKR') 
(€830,000) for charging fees

• Unknown (€20,000) denial of access 
request by phone)

DATA SUBJECT RIGHTS: EXPERIENCE UNDER THE GDPR
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OTHER KEY COMPLIANCE AREAS
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• Adequate safeguards required to transfer EU Personal Data 
outside EEA.

• Invalidation of Privacy Shields under Schrems II and new 
EDPB Task Force for complaints. 

• Organizations must have valid legal basis for processing 
activity.

• Insufficient legal basis accounts for highest number of fines. 

• Increased fines for non-compliance with GDPR (and E-Privacy 
Directive).

• Unsolicited marketing without prior consent. 

Legal Basis for Processing

International Data Transfers

Ads and AdTech

https://www.enforcementtracker.com/?insights



Google TIM SpA Unnamed Bank

• French CNIL

• €50 million fine

• Violation of (i) 
Informational Notice 
Requirements (Arts, 
13 and 14); (ii) 
Lawfulness of 
Processing (Art. 6); 
Personal Data 
Processing 
principles (Art. 5) 

• Italian 
telecommunications 
provider

• €27,8 million fine 
issued by Italian 
DPA (Garante) 

• Mismanaged data 
breaches

• Marketing Strategies 
(lack of proper 
consent) 

• Improper data 
retention

• Croatian Personal 
Data Protection 
Authority 

• €20,000,000

• Failure to provide 
access to personal 
data of 
approximately 2,500 
data subjects. 

GDPR: OTHER MAJOR DEVELOPMENTS 
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Arp-Hansen Hotel 
Group A / S

• Danish Data 
Protection Agency

• €147,675 

• Failure to delete 
customer profiles. 

• Failure to comply 
with own deletion 
deadlines. 



CCPA: RIGHTS AND REMEDIES
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OVERVIEW: WHAT IS THE CCPA?
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• Signed into law on June 28, 2018 by Governor Brown. 

• Represents the latest change to California privacy law and toughest privacy 
law in the U.S. 

• Creates statutory damages for data breaches.

• Grants consumers more control over and insight into the spread of their 
personal information online. 

• Imposes on businesses additional obligations related to notice, disclosure, 
and response to consumer requests. 

• Operative January 2020; AG enforcement July 2020. 



The CCPA grants consumers more control over and insight into the spread of their data. 

“Business” 

• Broadly applies to any 
entity collecting 
personal information 
that “does business in 
California” and 
satisfies one of three 
thresholds. 

• Also applies to certain 
parents and 
subsidiaries.

“Personal Information”

• Information that 
identifies, relates to, 
describes, is capable 
of being associated 
with, or could 
reasonably be linked, 
directly or indirectly 
with a particular
consumer or
household. 

Consumer Rights

• Right to be 
informed

• Right to access

• Right to deletion

• Right to opt-out of 
sales

• Right to non-
discrimination

CCPA: SCOPE & KEY COMPLIANCE POINTS
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Notice & Disclosure

• Notice at collection

• Privacy Policy 
disclosures and 
descriptions of 
consumer rights

• Onward disclosures 
of rights requests to 
third parties and 
service providers



TECHNICAL AND ORGANIZATIONAL MEASURES

Businesses must implement and maintain reasonable security procedures 
and practices appropriate to the nature of the information to protect personal 
information  

16

Measures 

Encryption Pseudonymization Deidentification

Comply with recognized information security frameworks (e.g., NIST, ISO-27001, 
California Center for Internet Security Critical Security Controls). 



Private Right of Action Attorney General Enforcement

Consumers may institute a civil action against a 
business whose failure to implement and maintain 
reasonable security procedures resulted in the 
unauthorized access and exfiltration, theft or 
disclosure of the consumer’s nonencrypted and 
nonredacted “personal information”, which is defined 
more narrowly than in the CCPA. 

Consumers can recover actual damages or statutory 
damages of $100 to $750 per statutory violation.

The AG may enforce any violation of the CCPA by a 
business, service provider, or third party. An entity 
violates the CCPA if it “fails to cure any alleged 
violation within 30 days after being notified of alleged 
noncompliance.”

Civil enforcement may result in penalties up to $2,500 
per violation and up to $7,500 per intentional 
violation. 

ENFORCEMENT OF THE CCPA

17



CCPA LITIGATION: AN EARLY LOOK

• Barnes v. Hanna Andersson LLC and 
Salesforce.com Inc., Case No. 4:20-cv-
00812 (N.D. Cal.) 

• Nationwide class action against a retailer 
and its ecommerce cloud provider after 
hackers accessed customer payment card 
information. Complaint alleges violation of 
CCPA’s obligation to maintain reasonable 
security procedures among other statutory 
and common law theories.

• Sheth v. Ring LLC, Case No. 2:20-cv-01538 
(C.D. Cal.)

• Putative class action alleging inadequate 
security measures for handling data and for 
unauthorized disclosure to third parties. CCPA 
claims allege improper collection and use 
without the required consumer notices.

• Cullen v. Zoom Video Communications, Inc., 
Case No. 5:20-cv-02155 (N.D. Cal.)

• Nationwide class action alleging violation of 
CCPA’s notice prior to collection requirement 
and failure to safeguard user data from 
unauthorized disclosure.

18

Private litigants have asserted CCPA-related, class action claims under numerous theories.



CCPA LITIGATION: KEY TAKEAWAYS

• The availability of statutory damages on a per consumer, per incident basis—
without proving actual harm—has encouraged the filing of class actions in 
federal court.

• Plaintiffs are leveraging violations of the CCPA for which the law’s private right 
is not available to state claims under other laws, such as the California Unfair 
Competition Law (“UCL”). The viability of these claims remains to be seen.

• Litigation affects businesses in a broad range of industries.

• Complaints underscore the importance of providing CCPA compliant notices 
to consumers, at or before the point of collection, and to need to implement 
and maintain reasonable security procedures.

19



ATTORNEY GENERAL ENFORCEMENT

• The California Supervising Deputy Attorney General has issued initial 
compliance notice letters to allegedly non-compliant businesses.

• The AG’s office noted that the compliance notice letters:

• Span industries and business sectors;

• Focused on online operations missing core privacy disclosures or a “Do Not 
Sell” link; and

• Consumer complains alerted the AG’s office to allegedly non-compliant 
businesses.

20



KEY INSURANCE ISSUES:

DO CYBER POLICIES PROVIDE ADEQUATE 
COVERAGE?

21



CYBER INSURANCE PRIMER

Core coverages:

 Incident Response:  Coverage for cost of legal and forensic investigation, 
breach notifications, credit monitoring.

 Network Interruption:  Coverage for lost revenue and extra expense 
resulting from network shutdown.

 Privacy/Security Liability:  Coverage for defense and settlement of third 
party claims.

 Regulatory Coverage: Coverage for defense and settlement of government 
investigations. 

22



CYBER INSURANCE PRIMER

Additional coverages available:

• Professional / Technology Services: Negligent errors & omissions in 
professional or technology services

• PCI claims

• Media content liability 

• Cyber extortion / ransomware

• Data restoration costs 

• Electronic funds theft

23



CYBER INSURANCE PRIMER

• Current state of market poses challenges for policyholders:

 Lack of standardization: More than 30 forms currently available

 Wide variation in policy forms: Robust vs. restrictive

 Ongoing change: To respond to emerging risks

 Tightening in claims practices: Coverage denials becoming more 
common

• Cyber insurance programs should be evaluated for adequacy of coverage for 
GDPR and CCPA exposures.

24



CYBER INSURANCE – KEY QUESTIONS

GDPR

CCPA

New statutory duties

Class action litigation

Risk of regulatory fines

25



COVERAGE FOR GDPR EXPOSURES

26



COVERAGE FOR GDPR EXPOSURE

• Many GDPR exposures can be insured under cyber policies 

• Cost of providing notice

• Credit monitoring as remedial measure

• Legal fees and forensic consulting fees to investigate breach 

• Defense and settlement of damages claims by individuals in 
national courts  

• Legal fees to defend regulatory investigations by DPAs or Member 
States

27



COVERAGE FOR GDPR FINES

• Considerable debate over insurability of GDPR fines

• Three questions may determine coverage 

1. What type of fine?

• Article 84 permits Member States to impose their own penalties, which 
may be criminal in nature.  

• Article 83 authorizes administrative fines, which can be imposed for 
poor network security practices. 

2. Which jurisdictions are involved?

• EU member states take different positions on insurability. 

28



COVERAGE FOR GDPR FINES

3. What type of conduct?

• Article 83 fines may be imposed for intentional or negligent conduct. 

• Fines may be imposed on parties that bear little or no fault.

• Much of the case law prohibiting coverage for government fines involves 
findings of intentional conduct (e.g., violation of EU trade regulations).

• Little case law addressing insurability of government fines based on 
negligence or strict liability.  

29



HYPOTHETICAL

US-based multinational corporation has cyber policy from the London 
market.  Its German subsidiary is hacked by criminal actors, who 
exploit a previously unknown vulnerability and steal personal data of 
50,000 consumers.  

Policyholder immediately reports breach to the German DPA; notifies 
affected individuals within 72 hours; and offers free credit monitoring 
services.  It also eliminates the vulnerability and strengthens overall 
network security. 

German DPA investigates and imposes administrative fine.  

What is the public policy rationale for prohibiting insurance coverage? 

30



COVERAGE FOR CCPA EXPOSURES
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COVERAGE FOR CCPA EXPOSURE

• New statutory obligations 

• For the past 10-15 years, cyber policies have focused on the unauthorized 
disclosure of personal information 

• CCPA imposes new requirements for the use of information

• Violation of data processing requirements may not be covered under existing 
policies

• Sample policy language:

The Insurer will pay on behalf of the Insured:

Damages and Claims Expenses, in excess of the Retention, which the Insured shall 
become legally obligated to pay because of any Claim for theft, loss or unauthorized 
disclosure of Personally Identifiable Information … 
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COVERAGE FOR CCPA EXPOSURES

• Class action litigation 

• Increase in class action litigation since CCPA became effective

• Statutory damages remedy ($100 to $750 per violation) will drive up cost of 
defense and settlement

• Policies should be assessed for 

• Sufficiency of policy limits

• Right to select counsel

• Coverage for statutory damages

33



COVERAGE FOR CCPA EXPOSURES

• Heightened risk of regulatory enforcement 

• New enforcement authority of California Attorney General, who can 
impose civil penalties.

• Raises questions of insurability – similar to GDPR 

• Cyber policies should:

• Include express coverage for fines under CCPA;

• Should include language that covers government fines/penalties to the 
fullest extent permitted by law.  

34
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General Data Protection 
Regulation (“GDPR”)
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• Key Concepts 

• Personal Data – Identifies a
Living person

• Data Subjects – Individual 
to whom the Personal Data
Belongs

• Data Controllers – Determine 
Processing of Data

39

General Data Protection Regulation
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• Key Concepts 

• Data Processor – Act on 
Behalf of Controller 

• Profiling – Use of Data to 
Evaluate Certain Aspects 
Related to Individuals

40

General Data Protection Regulation
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GDPR Compliance 

Data Mapping 
• Helps Demonstrate Compliance and Identify Issues 
• GDPR DATA Map Template 
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• Update Privacy Policies 

• Train Employees 

• Check the Market

• Report Data Breaches

42

GDPR Compliance 
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• Continuous Evaluation

• Website Adjustments 

• Opt-In Forms

• Cookie Consent

• Data Protection Impact

Assessments (DPIAs)

• Legitimate Interests Assessments (LIAs)

43

GDPR Compliance 
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• Data Protection Officers

• Processing Children’s Data

• Monitor and audit

44

GDPR Compliance 
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GDPR Enforcement
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Two tiers of GDPR fines

46

GDPR Enforcement

First Tier

• Violations of Articles Governing 
Processors and Controllers; 
Certification Bodies; and 
Monitoring Bodies

Second Teir

• Violations of Articles Related to 
Basic Principles of Processing; 
Conditions for Consent; Data 
Subjects’ Rights; and Transfer of 
Data to International 
Organization 
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European Data Protection Board (“EDPB”)

• Released draft Guidelines on the concepts of 
Controller and Processor for GDPR. 

• Clarifies Controllers and Processors, as well as 
provides examples

• Specifies consequences for controllers, joint 
controllers and processors

47

GDPR Updates



U.S. Cybersecurity
Regulatory Landscape
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Cybersecurity &
U.S. Regulation

• Major data breaches involving large U.S. have 
affected U.S. Consumers

• No uniform, comprehensive data security laws and 
regulations in the U.S. Competing Federal and State 
Laws and competing regulators (often the states) vie 
for center stage

• Uneven patchwork of laws and regulations creates 
problems for Companies doing business in the U.S.

• Companies forced to comply with contradictory 
or competing requirements

• EU GDPR only complicates matters further 
since they are not bound to US regulatory and 
litigation norms

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-SA-NC
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• Federal approach: regulate certain sectors and information

• Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act 
(HIPAA) – Protects privacy of protected health information

• Separate privacy laws protect specific areas of U.S. health-
care system

• Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA)

• Children’s Online Privacy Protection Act

50

Federal Cybersecurity Laws



California Consumer Privacy 
Act (“CCPA”)
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Consumer Rights and Commercial 
Requirements 

52

Know & Access 
Information 

Opt-Out of Sale
Of Personal Info

Nondiscrimination & 
Access to Financial 
Incentives

Delete Personal 
Information

Minors Opt-In

Private Cause 
of Action
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CCPA Final Regulations

• Final Regulations Approved August 14

• Strong emphasis on Consumer Notice

• Website Privacy Notice 
• Point of Collection Notice
• Notice of Right to Opt-Out of Sale
• Notice of Financial Incentives

• Response to Consumer Rights 
Requests 
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• Assembly Bill 1281 - Employee and B2B Exemptions 

• Extends the employee and B2B exemptions in the CCPA until 
January 1, 2022.

• Assembly Bill 713 – Health Privacy 

• Consumer notices related to deidentified information;

• Clarifies CCPA patient information exemption; 

• Requires terms for sale of patient information.

• Senate Bill 980 - Genetic Information Privacy Act

• Notice and consent for collection of genetic information 

54

Recent CCPA Updates 
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• Proposition 24 on California’s November 2020 Ballot

• Certified by California Secretary of State of June 24

• Californians for Consumer Privacy 

55

California Privacy Rights Act (CPRA)
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California Privacy Rights Act (CPRA)

• Definition of “Business.”

• Sensitive Personal Information

• Creates New Rights

• Right to Correction;
• Right to Opt Out of Automated 

Decision Making Technology;
• Right to Access Information 

About Automated Decision Making;
• Right to Restrict Sensitive PI.
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California Privacy Rights Act (CPRA)

• Rights Modified by CPRA

• Right to Delete;
• Expanded Right to Opt Out;
• Strengthened Opt-In Rights for Minors;
• Expanded Right to Data Portability.

• Explicit Regulation of Digital Advertising

• California Privacy Protection Agency 

• Increased Penalties 

• California Privacy Protection Agency 



New York Department of 
Financial Services 

Cybersecurity Regulation
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New York Cybersecurity 
Requirements for Financial 
Services Companies

• “Cybersecurity Requirements for Financial 
Services Companies” 

• Insurance Companies, Banks and other 
Financial Services

• Annual Risk Assessment

• Informs written policies and procedures

• Assists entities in understanding their 
data vulnerabilities

• Cybersecurity Policy

• Detailed statement of a company’s 
information security policies and 
procedures

• Must cover certain specific items 
including software requirements and 
physical safeguards
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New York Cybersecurity Requirements for 
Financial Services Companies

• Third Party Service Providers

• Entities must have written policies for ensuring third party 
contractors do not compromise data

• Incident Response Plan

• Entities must prepare written plans to respond to data 
breaches describing procedures, designate roles and 
responsibilities for personnel, and plan to remediate/mitigate 
harm

• Designation of Key Personnel to oversee cybersecurity measures 
within company with training requirements and internal 
procedures to detect cyber risks
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In the Matter of: FIRST AMERICAN TITLE 
INSURANCE COMPANY

• N.Y.D.F.S. Case No. 2020-0030-C

• DFS alleges company exposed documents that 
contained consumers' sensitive personal 
information 

• DFS' alleges, company’s URL was vulnerable to 
rewriting which allowed the public to access 
sensitive documents with nonpublic information

61

N.Y.D.F.S. Regulatory Actions



Cyber Insurance Pricing and 
Coverages
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• Dearth of Historical Data

• Existing data often includes non-cyber losses

• Data often does not have useful information

• “Silent cyber” risk

• Underwriters Must Rely More Heavily on 
Models to Price Cyber Risk

Pricing Challenges
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• Companies can better understand full extent of data breach 
vulnerability

• Informs risk management strategies

• Incorporate both end-point security measures 
(passwords, firewalls, encryption, etc.) with human element

• Human element is most significant factor in 
cybersecurity risk modeling

• Underwriting process may incorporate cyber risk 
assessment

• Enables companies to proactively mitigate risks

64

Cyber Risk Models – Advantages
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• Inadequate pricing

• Unknown maximum extent of 
potential cyber catastrophes

• Geographic scope of cyber risk

• Third-party and network risk

• Human element

65

Cyber Risk Models – Potential Issues
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• Nation state risk

• Difficult to measure capabilities of nation 
state actors

• Highly adaptable risk constantly changes

• New technologies

• Difficult to keep pace with changing 
technologies and consumer habits

66

Cyber Risk Models – Potential Issues
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• Annual premium volume for the Cyber insurance market is 
estimated to be anywhere from $2 billion to $4 billion (2019)

• Industry divided by size (gross written premium)

• A limited number of very large writers, with premiums in excess of $100 
million

• Several carriers in the $50-100 million range

• Several carriers and large managing general underwriters in the $25-50 
million range

• Numerous carriers and smaller managing general underwriters in the $10-
25 million range

• Numerous entities writing in the $5-10 million and $1-5 million range

Cyber Insurance Marketplace
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Cyber Insurance Coverage Overview 

Coverage Description

Network Interruption/
Extra Expense

 Loss of income and/or extra expense resulting from interruption, partial disruption or suspension of computer systems due to a failure of 
technology. 

 Dependent business interruption: Loss of income and extra expense as a result of a cyber breach on a critical vendor’s network. 
 Supply Chain Disruption: Loss of income and extra expense as a result of a cyber breach that affects a counterparty (scheduled to the 

policy) who is outside of your network.

Data Asset Protection
Costs to restore, recreate, or recollect your data and other intangible assets (i.e., databases, software, applications) that are corrupted or 
destroyed by a computer attack.

Data Breach Event 
Management 

Costs to provide the following costs resulting from a privacy breach:
Forensic service; Breach notification services (including legal fees, call center, etc.); Identity/fraud monitoring expenses; public relations.

Cyber Extortion Costs of consultants and extortion monies for threats related to interrupting systems and releasing private information.

Privacy Liability
Defense and liability for failure to prevent unauthorized disclosure of confidential information (including failure of others to whom you have 
entrusted data). Coverage extends to personally identifiable information and confidential information of a third party.

Network Security Liability 
Defense and liability for failure of system security to prevent or mitigate a computer attack including but not limited to spread of virus or a 
denial of service. Failure of system security includes failure of written policies and procedures addressing technology use.

Regulatory Defense Costs Costs to defend a regulatory action or investigation due to a privacy breach, including indemnification for any fines or penalties assessed.

Media Liability 
Defense and liability for media tort from online publication (libel, disparagement, misappropriation of name or likeness, plagiarism, copyright 
infringement, negligence in content). 
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